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SYNTHESE

Dans de nombreuses applications industrielles, convection, rayonnement et
conduction participent simultanement au transfert thermique. Une approche numerique
capable de traiter ces problemes a ete developpee.

Le code SYRTHES traite la conduction et le rayonnement (limite au milieu non
participant), tandis que la partie fluide est resolue par des codes CFD comme ESTET
(volumes finis) ou N3S (elements finis). SYRTHES recourt a un systeme numerique
explicite pour coupler tous les phenomenes. Aucun probleme de stabilite n'a ete
rencontre. Pour assurer une flexibilite supplementaire, les trois phenomenes sont
resolus sur des grilles independantes, tous les transferts de donnees etant
automatiquement pris en charge par SYRTHES. L'approche explicite rend
relativement simple une extension du developpement a des problemes a. mutliples
grandeurs physiques et codes multiples.

Les applications exposees a titre d'illustration montrent la facon dont
SYRTHES gere des problemes pour lesquels plusieurs codes CFD sont necessaires
simultanement avec des outils de passage de messages comme PVM et CALCIUM.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

In many industrial applications, convection radiation and conduction participate
simultaneously to the heat transfers. A numerical approach able to cope with such
problems has been developped.

The code SYRTHES is tackling conduction and radiation (limited to non
participating medium) while the fluid part is solved by CFD codes like ESTET (Finite
volumes) or N3S (Finite elements). SYRTHES relies on an explicit numerical scheme
to couple all phenomena. No stability problems has been encountered. To provide
further flexibility, the three phenomea are solved on independent grids. All data
transfers being automatically taken care of by SYRTHES. Extending the development
to multiphysics or multicode problems it is fairly straightforward thanks to the explicit
approach.

Illustrating applications show how SYRTHES is managing problems for which
several CFD codes are needed simultaneously with message passing tools like PVM

* and CALCIUM.
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INTRODUCTION

Industrial applications involving thermal phenomena include thermal shocks,
cooling systems in electrical devices, high temperature electrical oven, cli-
matisation studies, electrical cables, etc...

In general, a complete study will require to handle the thermal phenomena
in the fluid and the solid parts, the strong interaction "between these two
regions and sometimes the radiation aspect. Since each of these phenomena
can be quite significant, they should be considered simultaneously. Moreover
in complex studies, it is often very hard to find out the proper thermal
boundary conditions to set. This makes very interesting the idea of a global
thermal simulation. Pushing away the location where boundary conditions
have to be known (for example on the external wall) removes most of the
time a great part of the difficulty.

In most cases, the discretisation requirements have to take into account the



specificities of the phenomena simulated. This explains why the present
development relies on independent grids, not necessarily coincident at the
the interface.

Even if a global approach allows to handle complex cases, some problems
such as cooling devices in engines, heat exchangers, turbine blade cool-
ing, etc... requires to simulate several fluid at the same time. A version
of SYRTHES, using PVM (Parrallel Virtual Machine) and CALCIUM (an
EDF product based on PVM which facilitates the implementation of dis-
tributed calculations) allows to simulate as many independent fluid domains
as wanted. SYRTHES is automatically balancing the heat flux through the
walls from one fluid domain to the others. This approach can very easily
be distributed on parallel computers or a cluster of workstations.

Several industrial problems will be included as illustrations. On purpose,
some of them deal with relatively low temperature to point out the fact that
radiation may have a strong influence even at relatively low temperature.

NUMERICAL PROCEDURE USED TO COUPLE THE THREE
PHENOMENA
The equations and the main characteristics of the numerical code used will
not be discussed here. Details can be found in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] etc... In this
paper, we prefer to focus on the procedure used to couple the three modes
of heat transfer.

As specified in the introduction we are only concerned by transparent ra-
diation which means that the coupling will only take place at the interface
between solid and fluid. Basically, the fluid domain is discretized by a struc-
tured or unstructured grid, the solid part is discretized by an unstructured
grid, and finally the radiation grid is a surface grid of the enclosure. The
grids used are completly independent, but still need to approach the same
geometrical boundary. This option has numerous advantages. For exam-
ple, the solid thermal field can be used afterwards for mechanical stresses
calculations. Grid refinements can be located at different places allowing
to capture in each domain high gradients at a lower cost. On the other
hand, an interpolation procedure has to be performed each time that up-
dated boundary conditions are required when solving fluid and solid thermal
equations. A robust and efficient method has been implemented to handle
this problem. Boundaries to be coupled are identified and boundary meshes
are built (see figure 1).
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Figure 1: Boundary meshes extracted

Then, a procedure determines which elements and nodes of the other bound-
ary mesh should be retained for the interpolation. The sketch on figure 2
explains briefly the procedure used on a two dimensional example, but the
same technique applies for three dimensional cases.
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Figure 2: Data interpolation
In practice, the search procedure is applied only once, and information like
the corresponding element and the weight to apply for interpolation are
stored. Then the data transfer from one grid to the other is performed
accurately and at very low cost.

Description of the algorithm
Let T, be the temperature of an internal solid node, Tw the temperature
at a node which belongs to the interface, and Tj the temperature of a fluid
point (located generally in the log layer) and Pi a radiation patch.

Solid
Surface grid
used for
radiation

Fluid

Figure 3: Data exchange

At time tn, T?, T£, Tf are known

• From the local fluid conditions and the wall temperature, the CFD
code provides after calculation:



hnj+l : the local heat exchange coefficient at time tn + 1

: the local inside fluid temperature at time tn+1

From Tw it is possible after interpolation to calculate an average tem-
perature Ti for each radiation patch Pi, from which emittance is com-
puted. Once solved the radiosity system yields the radiative flux to
apply on the solid boundary.

Fluxrad = h^d
l (T-+1 - T - / ) with T - /

and h^1 = ear ( ( ^ ) 2 + (T-/)2) (T£ + T%i)
£i being the emissivity and J, the radiosity of patch i. Fij is the view
factor between patch i and j .

• After interpolation on the solid grid (T™j becomes T^jj1 ), the flux
to be applied is

The notation TJ+ 1 indicates that this temperature is treated an im-
plicit way.

Using this flux (or exchange conditions (h, T) ) the heat conduction
equation gives updated values of Tf+1 over all the solid domain (and
of course on the interface where they are noted

Thus T?+1, T£+1 , Tf+1 are known at time tn+1

Details on the calculation of the turbulent heat exchange coefficient hf are
given in [6] and [7]. Details on the radiation system solved can be found in
[8] or [5]

APPLICATIONS
The first examples given concern underground electrical cables. To meet
environmental requirements, EDF is planning to rely more and more on
underground cables to transport electricity. Independently of the financial
aspect, one has to make sure that such a option is technically possible from
the thermal point of view. Indeed, by Joule effect, the inner cable tends to
warm up. The heat released increases with temperature. Above a certain
critical temperature, damage can arise. In reality, heat is evacuated through
the earth, and an equilibrium is reached.

In the first case shown, earth is not represented, but the outer side is main-
tained at low temperature of 20°C Thanks to the very long pipe, the 2D
approximation is justified as long as the cable is perfectly horizontal. For
the radiation, the 2D cartesian option is activated. Initially at 20°C, the
thermal transient is simulated and a permanent state is obtained after a few
hours.



The fluid cartesian grid (58x117)
is used by ESTET. The solid grid
used by SYRTHES, contains 2408
nodes. It is clear that nodes are
not coincident at the interface
even if they approach the same
geometrical boundary.

Figure 4: Grid used by ESTET and SYRTHES

Figure 5 presents the thermal field and the velocity field once a stationnary
solution has been obtained. A free convection loop is taking place due
to the differential temperature existing between the inner cable and the
external pipe. It is interesting to notice the influence of each phenomena,
taken separately, which is easy to do by calculation. It appears that even at
these relatively low temperature almost 80% of the energy transfer is taking
place by radiation, which is coherent with experimental measurements, and
simplified approaches.
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Figure 5: Velocity and temperature



FluM: tfratium! grid Jar ESTET
Solid: omtrctund m l for SYRTHES

The second example is similar but this time the cable is set at the bottom
of the protecting cylinder.

The cable is this time
put at a depth of 1.4 m
under the ground. Ini-
tially everything is set
at 20° C, then the cable
warms up. The ground
surface is maintained at
20°C, and the earth is
simulated up to a far dis-
tance to minimize the in-
fluence of the boundary
conditions.

Figure 6: Grids used by ESTET and SYRTHES

The solution presented on figure 7 is in good agreement with experimental
observations.

A convection loop and
stratified flow appears,
but this time conduction
is participating to the en-
ergy elimination. It takes
several weeks to reach a
stationnary state which is
coherent with preliminary
experimental studies.

Figure 7: Temperature and velocity fields



EXTENSION TOWARDS MULTICODES APPLICATIONS
Even if the numerical tool presented previously allows already to cope with
many industrial applications, it is not uncommon that several fluids play
simultaneouly a part in an industrial problem.

This is typically the case for heat exchangers where several fluids separated
by walls are supposed to exchange heat. An other example could be the
cooling system of engines where a gaz flow (the combustion chamber), a
cooling fluid (oil ou water), and external air, all separated by walls are
participating together to the temperature distribution.

The option retained by the authors to tackle this kind of problems is to run
several independent fluid computations simultaneously. It can be several
occurences of the same fluid code or even different fluid code having differ-
ent specificities (from the geometrical, physical, modelling, etc... point of
view). Several kinds of problems have to be addressed. The first one is to
identify the data to be exchanged and the way they should be exchanged.
They globally stay the same as in a sequential approach. The only added
information are mostly to check the compatibility between the options taken
in each code (typically the dimension of the global problem, the system of
coordinate, e tc .) . Since an iterative explicit procedure seems to behave
very well in the sequential code, the same approach has been followed with
multicode. The second second kind of difficulties is related to the organisa-
tion and synchronisation of the data exchange. We rely on an organisation
where SYRTHES plays the role of the master code.This choice is logical since
it is the only code which has always access to all the interfaces. Basically,
at each time step, the fluid data (h,T) are stored at the interface of each
code. Then these data are gathered and interpolated on the solid grid by
the procedure presented for one fluid code. The conduction solver provides
back the temperature. Then, this updated temperature is interpolated and
sent back to each fluid code where it is used as new boundary conditions.

The last difficulty is related to the data exchange through a network of in-
dependent processors. PVM and CALCIUM are dealing with this problem.
PVM is a free software package (see [9]) which allows a network of com-
puters to appear as a single computation ressource and allows computer
tasks to communicate and synchronize with each others, thanks to easy to
implement message passing orders.

In each code (here SYRTHES and fluid codes like N3S and ESTET), com-
mands specifying which data (real, integer, arrays, etc..) should be sent
or transfered towards which processor have been implemented. If the codes
are conceived as independent tasks or as modular entities, the number of
lines affected stays moderate (with regard to the initial sequential version).

If one fluid code takes more time (either because the problem is bigger,
more difficult to solve or simply because the computer on which it runs
is less powerfull), PVM will halt the process corresponding to SYRTHES



until all fluid calculations of the current time step have been completed and
all fluid data have been sent. Therefore, care must be taken to dispatch
cleverly the fluid calculations on the most adequate computer belonging to
the cluster. The following sketch present a summary of the organisation
retained.
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Figure 8: Algorithm used to couple several codes

It is clear that very complex processes can be simulated using such an ap-
proach, without increasing dramatically the difficulty of a calculation. In-
deed work can be dispatched between computer ressources available (main-
frame or cluster of workstations) but also between different teams. Each
team being responsible only for one part of the global problem. Moreover
this makes possible the use of different modelling (turbulence for example,
compressible equations, etc..) in each separate fluid domain.

ILLUSTRATING APPLICATIONS
The case of an heat exchanger
The first problem considered consists in a 3D rectangular shaped box opened
at the bottom and the top and filled with air. Located inside the box are
three hollow pipes in which water is flowing from left to right. Initially,
everything is set at a temperature of 20° C, then temperature at the three
water inlet increases from 20°C to 90°C. Heat propagates through the wall
of the pipes and induce a free convection air flow in the cavity. The hot
pipes radiate energy away towards the wall of the box.

Three N3S codes compute the water flows inside the three pipes. One ES-
TET code simulates the free convection air flow around the pipes and finally
one SYRTHES solves the heat conduction and radiation problems and syn-
chronizes all data exchanges (wall temperature and convective and radiative
fluxes) accross the interfaces between fluid domains and solid within each
time step. The radiation grid contains 1880 independent patches, the solid



(box+pipes) 83 566 nodes The fluid grids contains respectively 3725 nodes
(for each N3S) and 89 240 cells for ESTET. Figure 9 presents the velocity
and temperature fields found in the air once a stationnary state has been
reached.

Figure 9: Velocity and temperature fields obtained in the air



It is interesting to point out that such a configuration is very close to heat
exchanger problems. From the physical aspect, adopting a global view of
the heat problem is almost the only way to simulate accurately the thermal
exchanges going on. Moreover it is easy to replace one of the fluid code by
another one able to cope with combustion, multiphase flow, compressible
flow. The only requirement is for this code to be interfaced with SYRTHES
the master code dispatching and gathering and interpolating all the nec-
essary data at the right time. For the computational aspect, an external
approach allows to perform this calculation a very efficient way. Indeed, due
to the distributed approach, no swapping is occasionned (each workstation
has only a limited problem) , and the elapse time is reduced considerably
(fluid calculations are performed in parallel).

The case of underground cables
The second example is based again on the underground electrical cables.
We want to illustrate that an external coupling approach can be useful even
when only one kind of fluid is implicated. To reduce costs installation and
digging, cables are often disposed by groups. One configuration which could
be retained is to set three cables between two boards of woods (see figure 10.

Figure 10: Sketch of the multi cable problem

Calculating only one cable is not possible any more, indeed a mutual in-
fluence exists. With a sequential approach and only one cable, setting the
proper boundary condition would be very difficult. On the other side, with
a multi-code approach, the difficulty is just slightly increased. Typically,
each fluid domain is discretized and solved independently by a fluid code
(here ESTET) while SYRTHES copes with the coupling between all the do-
mains and solves the conduction and radiation phenomena. The present
calculation has been performed on a cluster of 4 workstations. Since the
size of the problem is similar in each fluid domain, and that the workstation



are the same the elapse time necessary for the calculation is the CPU time
taken by the solid added to only one time the CPU taken to solve one fluid
domain. Figure 11 presents the grids used by the solid code and the three
fluid codes.
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Figure 11: Grids used by the solid and fluid domains

Figure 12: Temperature and velocity fields obtained at convergence

It is interesting to note the strong influence of the wood board (low conduc-
tivity) on the solid thermal contours. One can also point out that the flow
pattern is very different between the top cavity and the two bottom ones.
This is simply due to the influence of the boundary condition existing in
each cable.



CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a numerical approach to simulate complex thermal
problems where radiation, convection and conduction are present. Neglect-
ing one of these mode may lead to bad prediction. Radiation, even at fairly
low temperature, may strongly influence the conclusion of a study. Finally,
it has been shown that very complex industrial configurations can be han-
dled thanks to an external coupling of numerical codes. Such an approach
seems to be very promissing in terms of flexibility and possibilities. It would
be fairly straightforward to include electromagnetic codes, or couple other
fluid codes with SYRTHES using an external coupling approach.
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